DAAD Webinar Series: Getting a Graduate Degree at TU Berlin and TU Berlin Campus El Gouna

When? May 20, 2015 at 12:00pm EDT

Register at [http://bit.ly/1lwDQ0w](http://bit.ly/1lwDQ0w)

In this webinar, DAAD representative Hanni Geist from the Information Center San Francisco will first talk about funding opportunities to study either one or two semester as an undergraduate or to pursue a graduate degree in Germany.

In the second part, Thomas Rieke, Science Manager of Technische Universität Berlin, will first give a general introduction to TU Berlin and will then introduce to you the international degree program opportunities at TU Berlin on graduate level.

Mrs. Reem ElRamly, Marketing Director at TUB Campus El Gouna, will join the webinar from Cairo to introduce in detail the Master's degree programs offered at TUB Campus El Gouna.
Technische Universität Berlin (TUB) established a satellite Campus in El Gouna to act as an academic hub and research center at the Red Sea in Egypt. TUB Campus El Gouna currently conducts three advanced Masters degree programs in:

- Energy Engineering,
- Urban Development and
- Water Engineering

All two-year programs comprise 120 Credit Points (ECTS) and are taught in English. Students graduate with a full Masters degree by Technische Universität Berlin. Next to their study time in El Gouna, they spend up to one year at TUBs mother campus in Berlin.

For more information, please visit: www.campus-elgouna.tu-berlin.de.

If you can't join the webinar live, please feel free to sign-up to receive the follow-up e-mail with the link to the recording and the presentations. If you would like your question answered during the webinar, please send your questions by May 19th to geist@daad.org.